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Why Not Try Assembling a
$100 Small Size Type Set?

By William J. Lonergan

As you read this, the BEP is redesign-
ing the $100 Federal Reserve Note as
part of its "NexGen" anti-counterfeit-
ing program. Although they have not
revealed this new design yet, the
release of this new note will focus
public/collector attention on these
small size $100 notes. But you can
get ahead of the curve now, by col-
lecting the previous 12 types of
small size $100s so you
will be ready when
the new C-notes
arrive.

T HE INTRODUCTION OF THE COLORFUL NEW SERIES
"nexGen" Federal Reserve $100 Note s will focus public and collec-
tor attention on these exciting bills. As the largest denomination in
circulation, the hundred is often the subject of speculation and lore:

from tales of vast quantities overseas in Swiss vaults, Arab sheik's palaces, and
Japanese industrialist's safes to equally massive mounds of these bills in
Columbian drug lords' compounds. After all, the hundred is the Hollywood
equivalent of a motion picture "star," suitcases full of them pay ransoms, initiate

drug buys, and pay off crooked politicians.
I first became interested in the various designs of the hundred dollar bill in

the summer of 1996. That was when the treasury was destroying the stock of
United States Notes of that denomination. I realized that I had never even seen
one of those notes anywhere except at a mumismatic show. I quickly looked

around to try to find one of
them and found a great
paper money dealer. I
purchased one
of those

notes

from her

and soon was
looking over the

catalogs at other hun-
dred dollar types.
It quickly came to me that

there were only about a dozen differ-
ent types of notes so I decided that a type

collection would be a rather interesting display
for a coin show. Now there are 13 major types of the

small size hundred dollar notes not counting the various
changes of signature combinations. Several different types are

readily available from circulation.
• The first major type is the United States Note with red seal and serial

numbers, a left over from the Civil War.
• The next type is the Gold Certificate of 1928. This note has a yellow seal

and serial numbers.
• The third type is the National Currency, which have two major varieties.
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T-1 has the Bank Charter Number in two locations on the face, both in
black. T-2 has the charter number in four locations, two in black and two
2 in brown located on the face of these notes.

• The fourth type is the Federal Reserve Bank Notes. This was an emer-
gency issue to provide currency after the gold recall order of 1934.

• The balance of the types are made up of the various changes in the evolu-
tion of the Federal Reserve Notes from the original issue in 1928 until the
most recent change this year.
There are no major rarities of types, but the T-2 National Currency note

is relatively scarce because of the short time they were issued before the
National Currency program was halted.

Gold notes of this denomination are scarce also, probably because $100
was too much for most folks to hold back from the gold surrender order and
find that it might have been declared worthless.

All types have a similar reverse theme showing Independence Hall in
Philadelphia, Pa. The reverse designs evolved over time, but not to the extent
the faces changed.

I believe that a display of all 13 notes as discussed here would make a
rather eye popping display. It would most certainly cause most folks to stop and
stare just because of having thirteen hundred dollars cash on display!
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UNITED STATES NOTE
The first thing that you will note when looking at this note is the red seal

on the right side and the red serial numbers. This was the only time that the red
seal was used on the small size currency. Otherwise this note is similar to the
other issues of the time. It also uses the same back design. As I stated previously
the destruction of these notes by the government will create interest in this type
note and I believe that in time it will prove to be the key to assembling the $100
small size type set.
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GOLD CERTIFICATE
The Gold Certificate was only issued in the series of 1928 for small size
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notes. The issue was small in number as $100 was a considerable amount in the
years prior to the Great Depression. A clean note in the VF or better range will
only cost about $250 or so and be a nice example for display. Try to find one
that is relatively clean and bright. Some searching may be required to find just
the right note. Finding a good dealer who will work with you to locate these
notes will be of invaluable assistance.

One thing to consider is that some very nice notes can be found that are
clean and bright but have a crease or two in them. These would make a fine dis-
play where the creases are not too distracting.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK NOTES
This type of bank note is really a response to the emergency of the Great

Depression. They were authorized March 9, 1933, to place additional cash into
circulation to combat withdrawals from the Federal Reserve System. These
notes were printed with modified National Currency stock on hand. They had
brown serial numbers and seals as found on the issues of National Currency with
the same series date, and at first glance this note could be confused with the
National. The Federal Reserve Bank Notes were only issued in series 1929 by
seven of the Federal Reserve Banks: New York, Cleveland, Richmond, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, and Dallas.

NATIONAL CURRENCY, Type-1
The first type of small sized National Bank Note was issued in July, 1929.

These are distinguished by having their charter number printed twice in black
on their faces. The serial numbers are sheet numbers with the prefix letter
indexing up by one letter for each note on the sheet A thni E. These notes were
delivered in six note sheets. The serial numbers and the treasury seal are all
printed in brown on all notes of this series.
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NATIONAL CURRENCY, Type-2
The second type National Currency was issued from 1933 to 1935. All

denominations of the T-2 notes are scarcer than their T-1 cousins. The Type-2
$100 notes are very elusive in new Uncirculated condition. A collector on a
modest budget could and probably should settle for a bill in Extra Fine or nicer
condition, looking fora bill with bright colors and light folds.

FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES (Series 1928-Series 1990)
The Federal Reserve Notes make up the bulk of all small size hundred dol-

lar bills that have been produced since they were introduced as Series 1928.
Until the anti- counterfeiting changes made for the Series of 1996 and since, all
these notes looked very similar in that they all have green seals and serial num-
bers. A reduction in the size of the seals took place for the series of 1950 and all
following series maintained these smaller seals. The obligation clause also under-
went the same evolution as occurred on all of the other denominations of
Federal Reserve Notes.

1928—"Redeemable in gold on demand at the United States Treasury or in
gold or lawful money at any Federal Reserve Bank."

1934—"This note is legal tender for all debts public and private and is
redeemable in lawful money at the United States Treasury or at any
Federal Reserve Bank.

1985—"This note is legal tender for all debts public and private."
As a counterfeit deterrent, Series of 1990 notes introduced several addi-

tional security measures, including micro printing around the portrait and the
placing of a plastic ribbon with USA $100 printed on it, buried in the paper.
This printing can only be seen when the bill is held up against a back light and
cannot be copied using a standard copy machine.

With the introduction of the Series 1996 note, the look of the $100 FRNS
changed drastically. The modified, newly designed bill has its larger portrait off-
set to the left, watermark on the far right, color shifting ink, microprinting and
the security ribbon which glows red when exposed to black light.
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Series 1996
For a collection of small sized hundred dollar bills I recommend assembling

a total of these 13 different major types of notes. There are many signature vari-
eties, but clue to the high face value of this denomination many folks may shrink
from trying to assemble all of them. But by trying to complete this type collec-
tion, I found it rather fun and not too terribly difficult or expensive.

I believe that in the long run the United States Note will be the most difficult to
obtain. Right now you can pick the latest notes out of circulation for the last few
series, possibly everything from Series 1950 to the present. The other notes will
have to be purchased from a dealer, but most of them are reasonably priced at
around one and one-half to three times face value. Good luck in your pursuit of
an exciting new area of collecting.

I put this collection together for only about double face. I included some
lightly circulated notes as a cost saving measure. The dealers that I met in the
pursuit of my set made the whole project much more enjoyable.

MACERATED MONEY
Wanted information on U.S. Chopped up Money.

Who made the items, where sold, and anything of interest.
Also I am a buyer of these items. Top Prices paid.

Bertram M. Cohen, 169 Marlborough St., Boston, MA 02116-1830
E-mail: Marblebert@aol.com
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